URGENTLY REQUIRED
SALES EXECUTIVE FEMALE

We are looking for a Sales Executive with knowledge of specialty French and English-speaking market.

- Must have at least 3 years experience in Sales & Marketing. Preferably from Pet Preforms & Caps Industry.
- Must have a Degree in Business Administration or Sales.
- Excellent communication skills (Arabic and English).
- Excellent organization and management skills
- Minimum 10 years experience in Sales & Marketing.

Candidate should submit their CV to:

Email: hr.recruitmentdoha@yahoo.com

GULF TIMES CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT

Corrections or amendments of text, change of size or cancellation of an ad once booked should be done before 12:00 Noon
FINANCE MANAGER

involving over 10 years of experience, has a bachelor’s degree, and interpersonal skills. Has worked in various positions, including working and earning. Knowledge in MS office tools such as Excel, Word, and PowerPoint. Contact: 50037784, email: mrsanoj@gmail.com.

ACCOUNTANT / CFO

Indian male, 30 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has a strong background in accounting and finance. Contact: 77405925, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

FINANCIAL ANALYST

with over 10 years of experience, holds a bachelor’s degree, and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

FINANCIAL REPORTER

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES MANAGER

Indian male, 30 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77405925, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES EXECUTIVE

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES EXECUTIVE

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES OFFICER

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES OFFICER

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES OFFICER

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES OFFICER

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES OFFICER

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.

SALES OFFICER

Indian male, 25 years, has a bachelor’s degree and has been working in various positions. Has strong interpersonal skills. Contact: 77046456, Email: mail@hajeebdharm scam.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER (UPDA CERTIFIED) total 5 years of experience in testing and commissioning (LV, ME, EHV). Gmail.com Qatar. Mobile no: 30125926, email: shereefmansoor@gmail.com CAD, Revit architecture, staad pro v8i, Primavera and MS office is looking job for suitable position holding NOC. Can join immediately. Contact: +974-33520856, Email: shereefmansoor@gmail.com

MECHANICAL ENGINEER: Indian male have B.E in Mechanical Engineering having 9 years experience in Qatar as ME Engineer / Testing / Commissioning.转身地到2012, Qatar, Email: john123.jj428@gmail.com, Contact 50787455, Email id: mkabeer92@gmail.com

SALES & MARKETING EXECUTIVE / PROCUREMENT OFFICER / CASHIER / WORK SHOP ENGINEER / ACCOUNTANT (IN CIVIL ENGINEERING) 3 years of experience in Qatar. Looking for a suitable position. Contact 3317110, Email: shamraz.545@gmail.com

SALE & STORE MANAGER: Indian male Complete Post Grad Diploma in Business Management with 5 years experience in being a Sales Manager in Auto Parts, Qatar. Email: riyazvikram81299@gmail.com, Contact 77422884, Email: munaqs47@gmail.com

SALE & MARKETING EXECUTIVE: Indian male with 7 years of experience including 2 years in Qatar. Good knowledge in Arabic and English. Can work on Social Media Coordinator, Admin, Marketing, Sales Coordinator, Sales Operations & Coordination job role. Email: infoshivakumar@gmail.com, Mobile: 30587071, Email: shivakumar184@yandex.com

SALES & MARKETING EXECUTIVE: Indian male with 4 years experience in the construction industry. Structural design background. Operate, Administration, Quotation, Costing, Proposals & Tender Preparation, Advance knowledge in Construction Management System (CMS), Preparing and presentation of estimates, working knowledge in Tally ERP 9, 30726192 E-mail: shihabuddinshah@gmail.com

SITTING WANTED contd. on following pages
MECHANICAL ENGINEER with 4 years of experience in MEP industry in Qatar. Looking for a suitable position. Good knowledge in procurement, logistics, contract administration, and O&M knowledge. Contact: 97401462, email: sudheendra@gmail.com

UPDA MECHANICAL ENGINEER (STEADFAST): Indian male with 10 years of experience in MEP industry in Qatar. Good knowledge in procurement, logistics, contract administration, and O&M knowledge. Contact: 97401462, email: sudheendra@gmail.com

HSE ENGINEER/SUPERVISOR - QP APPROVED: Over 10 years experience in QP approved HSE Engineer. Excellent knowledge in Construction, Civil, and Safety systems. Direct experience with HSE Engineer. Email: roder.aringoy@gmail.com

General FOREMAN with more than 20 years of experience in construction and oil & gas sector. Experienced in HSE, QA/QC, and other responsibilities. Excellent communication skills. Email: roder.aringoy@gmail.com

STORE MANAGER OR STOREKEEPER: Indian male. Indian male. 25 years of experience in storekeeping. Excellent communication skills and management skills. Experience in stores and logistics. Email: roder.aringoy@gmail.com

SENIOR ACCOUNTANT: Indian male. 6 years of experience in accounting in oil & gas sector. Excellent knowledge in accounting and auditing. Email: roder.aringoy@gmail.com